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THINKschool was created based on the irrefutable research that a

different model is required to educate the different generation of today.

Through years of research, data collection, and teaching experience, we

have created a school model that develops enlightened and

multifaceted students ready for the real world of tomorrow.

 

To provide our students with a learning environment made for them, 

we bring forth a carefully cultivated school program for the 21st century

and its inherent generations, including a caring and open environment

where they build trust with their teachers and feel safe to question

whatever comes to mind.

 

Our curriculum is an attestation to and application of our philosophy 

and academic goals. Deeply rooted in the goal of producing critical

thinkers, we neither relent nor apologize for our forward-thinking 

and “out-of-the-box learning” methods. 

 

Our mission is to upgrade and prepare current and future generations for

societal changes and challenges, rather than teaching students to

 fall in line with the proposed benchmarks of standard. 

Through advanced curriculum and coursework, our students naturally

develop into independent thinkers who face challenges with logical

reasoning and inventive solutions.

Our Mission
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Since 2015, we have been a part of the community as a tutoring and learning center. This time has

allowed us to reflect on the needs of young learners. We apply the varied sciences to the core of our

learning principles and instruction to enrich their educational journeys. Through this, they are equipped

with the skills necessary to become productive members of society  and actively add value to it.

 

We are not your typical school, and our students are far from typical, too.

Our program best suits families seeking a different kind of education for their children.

 

We teach students "in the moment" and allow them to flourish through their interests and skills while

learning foundational knowledge. Through a fluid, adaptive program, we compliment core curricula with

a myriad of supplemental courses and platforms through which students can expand their way of

thinking and apply learnt knowledge.

 

Our central goal is simple:

Question everything with the full intent to find an answer.

 

 

Our Philosophy

Preparation for the future world: The world is ever-changing. 

Our curriculum, methodologies, and day-to-day operations are crafted with the

understanding that we are preparing our students to stand out in the world. We

adhere to the rise in demand from our society to be progressive, tenacious, and

knowledgeable. Students are taught in a research-based manner while

simultaneously being taught to prove points and defend data with research.

Working in parallels: We believe in individual strengths but acknowledge the need

for working in cohorts. Students are taught to appropriately discern how their skill

sets compliment those of others on the path to answering their questions. As

such, we work in “parallels.” The world is multi-dimensional and interdisciplinary

therefore students are taught to bridge information  across multiple fields of

study and subject matter. They make valuable connections among their peers and

analyze varying perspectives to reach a collective solution. These definitive

principles create an environment through which children develop critical thinking

while learning the art and benefit of networking.
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Time management and student autonomy: A successful member of society is

one that can manage the expectations of the world, produce knowledge- and

research-based data efficiently, and can defend their perspectives coherently,

with humility and reason. Our teaching methodologies cultivate learners who will be

prepared for the world – for milestones in academia, careers, and interpersonal

relationships. Through our day-to-day classroom operations, students see the

application of time and effort into developing successful results. They are

influenced by their peers and teachers to hold their ground and apply their

knowledge where warranted. Coupled with our curriculum and benchmarks for

success, students are prepared for a lifetime of inquisitive thinking that will, one

day, lead them to be candidates for top universities and careers.

Our Philosophy, Cont'd.

Benchmarks for success, academic and developmental: We value success and

advancement, but believe in promoting a child’s interest in achieving it. By applying the

understanding that, even in a class setting, students are individual learners, we spark

motivation by utlizing different learning and teaching styles. Allowing children to be

motivated provides an incentive to excel. We have curated a learning map filled with

advanced mathematics rooted in logical reasoning,  literacy, grammar, and

composition through literature- and text-based analysis, a world-view consideration of

history, geography, and cultural dynamics in and out of the United States, and an

experiment-based, real-world application of the sciences rooted in major and ground-

breaking theories. We also believe in the breadth of knowledge available past these

core subjects and fill student schedules with supplemental courses that help foster

“jack-of-all-trades” mentalities that can later be applied to use in the real world.

We have the unique opportunity to grow with our students and society and adapt

our environment, curriculum, and expectations with the changing times.

Furthermore, day-to-day applications of our curriculum offer great flexibility in

how they are taught and presented. We adapt to the students' needs within the

classroom as well as how their learning can interact with the environment outside

of the school building. We are not stuck in the “typical” or the “expected,” and we

frown upon statements such as “best practices.”

Becoming a part of THINKschool opens doors to logical and critical thought and, 

as we like to say, “all you ever have to do is think.”
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A child of Soviet, Moldovian descent, Shira immigrated to the United States from Israel in 1998, mid-first-grade,

to the Brighton Beach/Sheepshead Bay area of Brooklyn, New York.

Fast forward nearly 20 years, Shira returned to this community.

 

A pre-law student turned linguist, turned entrepreneur, turned educational anthropologist, a newly-found passion

for education became something larger - a mission to redesign the systemic standard of educating children.

Possessing both a BA in linguistics, with a focus on language acquisition, and an MA in forensic linguistics, with a

focus on sociolinguistics, Shira delved into the journey of opening a tutoring and learning center with little

knowledge of the field of education. Though not technically trained, Shira spent the previous decade working

with children in varying capacities, observing development, ability, and growth. What began as an entrepreneurial

attempt quickly became something of immense passion - literacy instruction. Throughout the inception of

THINK&Co. Advanced Learning, Shira worked on developing a linguistically-rooted literacy method that has, to

date, helped hundreds of young learners acquire and master the oft-tumultuous process of learning to read.

 

Having observed this effect, and the general acquisition of knowledge in elementary-leveled children, yet

understanding that this experience only breached the surface of education, Shira pursued her interests further,

completing master and doctoral coursework at Columbia University's Teachers College, through the lens of

linguistics and anthropology. Since 2017, Shira dreamt of one day opening a private school that would serve as a

platform through which to apply varying methodologies and hypotheses of a new learning model. The world,

however, had a different path in store and with the sudden onset of the global pandemic of Covid-19, 

a dream for the future became an opportunity for the "now."

 

The goal for THINKschool implements Shira's trifold of beliefs for education - 1) teachers should receive

adequate training, support, and supervision as they employ agency in their classrooms and curriculum; 2) young

learners should develop within an environment tailored to setting a foundational skillset while simultaneously

providing a vast array of interest-based learning opportunities; 3) the traditional school environment should

thrive in a care-based, developmentally-concerned environment rather than one driven by standards, where

teachers share life knowledge, skills, and stories in a more lax, homelike setting.

SHIRA SHVARTSMAN, MA, EDM
THINKSCHOOL | THINK&CO. ADVANCED LEARNING |  THINK HEROES SUMMER CAMP

About the Founder
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A slightly lengthy, but important and open letter to all families considering THINKschool:

 

Hello, my name is Shira Shvartsman. THINKschool is the brainchild of years of working with students in

our community as the owner of a tutoring center, as well as years of academic research in education,

linguistics, language acquisition, anthropology, and more. This background has allowed me to see the

deficits in education offered by our schooling systems. It has allowed me to get to know the parents in

our community and what they wish to gather from their child’s schooling. It has given me a unique

understanding of how children learn and what they want and should get out of attending school daily.

 

I have to be honest with you all: enrolling in THINKschool warrants a different way of thinking about your

child’s schooling. It requires shifting understanding and expectation, thinking outside the box, and being

prepared for the unexpected. I’ll explain why.

 

On a personal level, I have strong opinions about our education system, and I believe that a revolution is

warranted. With THINKschool, and what I hope it will grow into, I plan to lend to that revolution. I don't

take a single day or element of our school lightly, but I do believe in breaking stereotypes. Should you

choose to become a part of it, you should be open to that and be willing to let your children flourish in

slightly unknown waters. But they will be cared for greatly and taught well; they will love coming to

school. They will be surrounded by teachers and staff who will love them and ignite an interest in

learning and discovery. They will advance and be happy doing so. As a new school and model, we get

better every day; we learn every day; we hear parents and their suggestions and consider them all. We

evolve with your children and that will never stop, nor should it.

 

We are not, and will never be a fully scripted, 100% structured and organized, typical school, because

children are not scripted, 100% structural and organized, typical humans. They're individuals and they

deserve a learning environment that complements their wacky, whimsical, and exploring minds. That's

us - we are a bit wacky, a bit crazy, and have lots of love and learning to give. We are the true definition

of "outside the box." Parents of THINKschool students should be open to the understanding that our

methods and approaches may come in a way that is different from what you're used to. 

 

We believe in breaking stereotypes. 

 

We believe that children are vastly underestimated and that, as educators, our job is to provide them

the tools which they will always be able to reflect upon and use to know their worth and prove their

points. We are setting the stage for the type of people our society needs – innovators, out-of-the-box

thinkers, logically inclined and articulate humans. The means by which we achieve this is still the school

modeling; it just might look a bit different at certain turns.

 

 

Open Letter to new parents
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You will notice that, while we do have testing for certain subjects and at certain points throughout the

year, it is not our main concern. We do not believe in testing the way that the traditional school models

do. Instead, teachers assess students' progress throughout classes. How they can communicate

during subject classes and how they can bring the topics they’ve learned into a discussion with their

peers. At the beginning of a year, teachers may give more tests than later in the year. These tests are

not used to assess what the students have learned, as that will have already been gathered during

class, but how they test, how they apply knowledge, and how they interpret what has been taught. The

first few tests serve as a tool by which teachers get to know their students. Those tests do not

measure what students have learned past their ability to memorize definitions. 

 

What testing such as that, on a consistent basis, can do is lead an otherwise amazing and capable kid to

stress studying and impose unnecessary pressure on themselves. Under this stress, students are

known to disassociate from the material, develop poor self-esteem, heightened anxiety, and resort to a

variety of actions such as cheating. That is not the type of behavior or self-doubt we believe in

promoting. 

 

Instead, we discuss and apply learned topics to activities; we hold our parallel classes that require

knowledge from varying subjects in order to complete a particular task. We believe that students learn

best by doing and discussing, rather than by cramming for a test that wouldn't do more than showcase

their ability to memorize. By taking these approaches, teachers are able to curate lessons to cover any

deficits and talk through, explain, and reteach, if necessary, the missed materials. Specifically for

science, though there may be periodic tests, the bulk of our “testing” is done through class

experiments. We act out scenarios, and apply science to real life, using our hands and creating. Tests

are a necessary evil, but we believe that they should be given in moderation and only for subjects or

topics that warrant them. Still, our students are advanced and excel.

 

For subjects like English, we deviate from the typical applications of weekly sight words or vocabulary

words, from typical DBQs and comprehension passages. We root our curriculum in grammar and textual

cohesion. We inspire students to be curious and ask questions about the unknown. We read texts that

promote thinking about the world around us and how we figure into it. We reference semantic structure

for writing skills. We value creativity in these topics above all.

 

For math, we run from the common core applications, instead relying on the logical application of

numbers, values, and their applications to the real world. What this creates is a platform through which

students are able to tap into their own skills and apply them to problem-solving. On average, a   math

class between first and fifth grade will be about a grade level ahead of NYS standards, but this does not

come from shoving difficult topics down the students’ throats. Instead, this is rooted in teaching them

the logical correlations amongst mathematic topics.
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Our relationships with students are likewise different than can be found in many other schools,

specifically public schools. Students learn to respect their teachers and, by that understanding, learn to

listen, admire, and apply the knowledge their teachers share with them daily. We believe in play, in being

loud, in getting dirty, and in running around. Desks and chairs are a tool for organization and each

classroom, of course, possesses them. But we also believe in leniency and the fact that sitting at said

desk and chair for 7-8 hours a day is ridiculous. All classrooms offer flexible seating options, including

wobbly chairs, bean bags, floor mats, and more. We are known to even conduct lessons allowing

students to sit crisscross applesauce on top of their desks. Whatever works.

 

We believe in considering the “whole child” and that education should be complementary to a child's

learning style. Some children require rigor and high expectations while others flourish under the lifting of

pressure. We have high expectations of our students and believe in pushing them to their abilities, but

we also believe that each child should be given the opportunity to succeed in their own way.

 

By applying to and enrolling in our school, you understand these facets. You entrust us with this

different learning model, and you agree to come in with an open mind.

 

I hope to see you on our learning journey. Thank you in advance for your trust!

 

- Shira Shvartsman
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THINKSCHOOL
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
GRADES K-5



Our goal is teach outside the box so that each students is recognized for the type of learner they are.

 

Our curriculum fosters a love for learning while simultaneously challenging students to bring out their full

potential. We know our workload and expectations are high, but with a dedicated family support system

coupled with our nurturing and loving environment, students find the joy in challenge and thrive.

 

Our courses are broken down into three categories:

core courses, supplemental courses, and breadth courses

 

THE CORE COURSES

THINKSCHOOL COURSE OVERVIEW

Blending logical components, we

utilize a school-specific curriculum

as a baseline. Our goal is to teach

children the value of numbers and

the logic of operations. students

learn to see math in world around

them and explore the varying

applications. Students learn to see

"how" and "why" of math through

hands-on, explorative lessons.

MATH

Focusing on the vital aspects of

linguistics and language acquisition,

we teach our students to read as we

instill a love for literature. From K-2,

students are taught phonetically to

enhance decoding skills. As

students become confident

readers, we explore a variety of

genres and focus on comprehensive

development and understanding.

LITERACY

Language-Comunication classes

follow up on literacy, teaching the

fundamentals of communication,

grammar, and writing, learning about

writing both as a structured system

as well as an outlet for creative

expression. Through multiple

extensions, LangCom achieves a

well-rounded, well-spoken student

prepared for their academic journey.

LANG-COM

Utilizing a mix of the Discovery

Science curriculum and a school-

specific curriculum, we explore the

world around us through an

immersive and project-based

curriculum. Starting from the

smallest elements of the universe,

we expand through a web of varying

sciences to learn abotu our place in

the universe.

SCIENCE

Our history and social studies

curriculum is broken into historical

knowledge spanning from pre-

historic times through futuristic

theories. Through interactive

lessons, projects, and texts, we

teach our students the world we are

a part of, how we coexist, how we

got to where we are now, and where

we plan to be in the future.

HISTORY & SOCIAL STUDIES

Cohorts classes allow students to

explore and further develop their

talents and interest with their own

agency. Course selections include

culinary, graffiti, athletics, and more.

Students of all grade levels mix for

their cohorts classes weekly,

interacting with peers of different

ages and learning to adapt in mixed

crowds while sharing interests.

COHORTS

LANG-COM EXTENSIONS

Penmanship: From early writing skills of letter formation, pencil grip, and visual/spacial coordination to cursive writing,

all students receive penmanship instruction as part of the Lang-Com curriculum.

Publishing: In the final quarter of the school year, Lang-Com classes host a publishing section where students learn

about the world of publishing, culminating with a book publication pitch and project.

Communications: As part of Lang-Com, this segment covers communication, diction, vocabulary, and public speaking.

Children learn the value of communication skills and how they apply in real life.
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THE SUPPLEMENTAL COURSES

THINKSCHOOL COURSE OVERVIEW

Students are taught on a spectrum

of art application. Students learn

about different forms of art, art in

the world around us, the application

of talent, and visual art creation.

Teachers use hands-on methods to

create art of varying styles,

including graphics, drawing, and

painting. Students have a platform

where they discover their talents.

ART

Music covers a variety of instruction

including musical history,

appreciation, application in the real

world, and instrument knowledge.

Students learn a variety of sounds,

genres, music in media and theater,

music history, and song writing.

Grades 3-5 will also learn about

careers in music and explore

symphony/concert.

MUSIC

Performing arts is taught and

presented through a multitude of

topics including drama and acting,

appreciation of film and Broadway,

understanding backstage work, and

more. Children will put on a

presentation during the school year.

We will also learn about the history

of film and media and about

influencial actors.

PERFORMING ARTS

Cultures of the World is an

interactive class through which

students learn through an

anthropological lens. Starting with

exploring what culture is and how we

culturally identify, the class expands

throughout the year with lessons

about the more familiar cultures as

well as some of the most unique

cultures around remote villages.

CULTURES OF THE WORLD

Parallels helps students associate

knowledge each subject to the real

world. By bridging their lessons to

real-world scenarios, they develop an

understanding of how what they learn

in class applied to real life. Whether

bargaining at ancient markets or

being traveling botanists to explore

different regions and climates,

students explore and have fun.

PARALLELS

Physical education courses vary

among traditional classes in the

school gym, yoga, cross-fit, zumba,

and more. Throughout the year,

students also take a health class

where they learn about nutrition,

healthy living, and smart choices.

Studens have multiple "brain

breaks" throughout each day as well

to boost adrenaline and recharge.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

THE BREADTH COURSES

Spanish classes are taught through

immersive and interactive

fundamental instruction geared

towards communication skills.

SPANISH

Learning foundations and strategic

game play, chess classes allow

students both a fun and important

platform for critical thought.

CHESS

Learning about structure and how

libraries serve as a valuable

reference, students hold peer

discussions and read alouds.

LIBRARY/RESEARCH

A Ms. Manners course for children,

students learn how to be well-

mannered members of society in

both behavior and communication.

ETIQUETTE

Kicking it old school, students

explore newspapers and interpret

articles for the 5 Ws as well as the

importance of journalism.

CURRENT EVENTS

Students learn about psychology

principles, experiments, and how

psychology can impact daily life in

and out of school.

PSYCHOLOGY

Math and Literacy/Lang-Com curriculum maps for grades 1-5 are included in this packet.
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Materials are provided by THINK&Co. Advanced Learning and include workbooks, handouts,

flashcards, games, and incorporating tactile play.

Materials are provided by THINKschool and include workbooks, handouts, flashcards,

games, and incorporating tactile play as well as balanced use of the Harcourt math

workbooks for grades K-1

Materials are provided by Discovery Science and THINKschool, and include workbooks,

handouts, flashcards, games, and incorporating tactile play as well as balanced use of the

Discovery Science TechBooks for grades K-1

Materials are provided by Harcourt Social Studies, THINKschool, and various articles from

web sources, including workbooks, handouts, news articles, flashcards, games, and

incorporating tactile play.

For literacy instruction: THINKschool utilizes the literacy approach created by THINK&Co.

Advanced Learning, focusing on phonetic foundations. This literacy approach is used

consistently throughout the year to secure a solid knowledge of phonetic skills, incorporating

all three branches of linguistic phonetic branches: Articulatory, Auditory, and Acoustic.

For Writing Instruction: THINKschool utilizes varying practices within grammar, semantics, and

syntax to teach students how to write. Kindergarten focuses distinctly on written skills across

the mechanics of writing as well as composition, sentence building, descriptive language, and

handwriting.

For math instruction: THINKschool creates its own math curriculum and references materials

from global math curricula 

For science instruction: THINKschool utilizes a combination of its own curriculum and the

curricular guidelines from Discovery Science. At THINKschool, science classes for grades 1-5

are broken into applications of earth science, biology, physics, and chemistry. Students spend

the year is both class discussions and hands-on lab classes weekly.

For history instruction: THINKschool utilizes a combination of its own curriculum and the

curricular guidelines from Harcourt Social Studies. At THINKschool, kindergarten history

classes cover community and identity understanding, broad comparisons of the world "long

ago" vs. the world now. Through interactive projects, students learn about the social and

historical factors of a community and how human beings add value to their communities.

KINDERGARTEN
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Materials are provided by THINK&Co. Advanced Learning and include workbooks, handouts,

flashcards, games, and incorporating tactile play

Materials are provided by THINKschool and include workbooks, handouts, flashcards, games, and

incorporating tactile play as well as balanced use of the Harcourt math workbooks for grades 1-2

Materials are provided by Discovery Science and THINKschool, and include workbooks, handouts,

flashcards, games, and incorporating tactile play as well as balanced use of the Discovery Science

TechBooks for grades 1-2

Materials are provided by Harcourt Social Studies, THINKschool, and a variety of articles from tech

and futurism web sources, and include workbooks, handouts, news articles, flashcards, games, and

incorporating tactile play.

For literacy instruction: THINKschool utilizes the literacy approach created by THINK&Co. Advanced

Learning, focusing on phonetic foundations. This literacy approach is used consistently throughout the

year to secure a solid knowledge of phonetic skills, incorporating all three branches of linguistic

phonetic branches: Articulatory, Auditory, and Acoustic.

For Writing Instruction: THINKschool utilizes varying practices within grammar, semantics, and syntax

to teach students how to write. From instilling foundational S-V-O skills in early elementary to

composition with advanced grammar in upper elementary, students receive a broad range of grammar

lessons, sentence structure, paragraph writing, and essay formatting between the first and fifth

grades. From second grade through fifth grade, students learn and apply creative writing skill

development. From third through fifth grade, students are exclusively taught to apply their varying

language and writing skills to various essays and literary texts. Literary elements, advanced grammar,

and syntax are applied to writing lessons and assignments.

For math instruction: THINKschool creates its own math curriculum and references materials from

global math curricula 

For science instruction: THINKschool utilizes a combination of its own curriculum and the curricular

guidelines from Discovery Science. At THINKschool, science classes for grades 1-5 are broken into

applications of earth science, biology, physics, and chemistry. Students spend the year in both class

discussions and hands-on lab classes weekly.

For history instruction: THINKschool utilizes a combination of its own curriculum and the curricular

guidelines from Harcourt Social Studies. At THINKschool, history classes for grades 1-5 are broken into

applications of historical knowledge, spanning from pre-historic times through futuristic theories.

Grades 1-2 focus their history courses on learning about present times compared to the past within

200 years and American history. Grades 3-5 focus their courses on pre-history, ancient civilizations,

and present-day both in and out of the United States, culminating with research and theory-based

experimentation into futurism. At least one quarter per year is dedicated to the bridging of science and

history wherein students explore the potential of future generations and the colonization of Mars.

Technology weighs heavily on the curricular inclusions for grades 4-5 as well.

FIRST GRADE: OVERVIEW
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Materials are provided by THINK&Co. Advanced Learning and include workbooks, handouts,

flashcards, games, and incorporating tactile play

Materials are provided by THINKschool and include workbooks, handouts, flashcards, games, and

incorporating tactile play as well as balanced use of the Harcourt math workbooks for grades 2-3

Materials are provided by Discovery Science and THINKschool, and include workbooks, handouts,

flashcards, games, and incorporating tactile play as well as balanced use of the Discovery Science

TechBooks for grades 2-3

Materials are provided by Harcourt Social Studies, THINKschool, and a variety of articles from tech

and futurism web sources, and include workbooks, handouts, news articles, flashcards, games, and

incorporating tactile play.

For literacy instruction: THINKschool utilizes the literacy approach created by THINK&Co. Advanced

Learning, focusing on phonetic foundations. This literacy approach is reviewed and applied consistently

throughout the year to assure that phonetic skills are incorporated into literacy instruction as students

progress from early readers to reading longer texts and, ultimately, chapter books.

For Writing Instruction: THINKschool utilizes varying practices within grammar, semantics, and syntax

to teach students how to write. From instilling foundational S-V-O skills in early elementary to

composition with advanced grammar in upper elementary, students receive a broad range of grammar

lessons, sentence structure, paragraph writing, and essay formatting between the first and fifth

grades. From second grade through fifth grade, students learn and apply creative writing skill

development. From third through fifth grade, students are exclusively taught to apply their varying

language and writing skills to various essays and literary texts. Literary elements, advanced grammar,

and syntax are applied to writing lessons and assignments.

For math instruction: THINKschool creates its own math curriculum and references materials from

global math curricula 

For science instruction: THINKschool utilizes a combination of its own curriculum and the curricular

guidelines from Discovery Science. At THINKschool, science classes for grades 1-5 are broken into

applications of earth science, biology, physics, and chemistry. Students spend the year in both class

discussions and hands-on lab classes weekly.

For history instruction: THINKschool utilizes a combination of its own curriculum and the curricular

guidelines from Harcourt Social Studies. At THINKschool, history classes for grades 1-5 are broken into

applications of historical knowledge, spanning from pre-historic times through futuristic theories.

Grades 1-2 focus their history courses on learning about present times compared to the past within

200 years and American history. Grades 3-5 focus their courses on pre-history, ancient civilizations,

and present-day both in and out of the United States, culminating with research and theory-based

experimentation into futurism. At least one quarter per year is dedicated to the bridging of science and

history wherein students explore the potential of future generations and the colonization of Mars.

Technology weighs heavily on the curricular inclusions for grades 4-5 as well.

SECOND GRADE: OVERVIEW
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Materials are provided by THINK&Co. Advanced Learning and include workbooks, handouts,

flashcards, games, and incorporating tactile play

Materials are provided by THINKschool and include workbooks, handouts, flashcards, games, and

incorporating tactile play as well as balanced use of the Harcourt math workbooks for grades 3-5

Materials are provided by Discovery Science and THINKschool, and include workbooks, handouts,

flashcards, games, and incorporating tactile play as well as balanced use of the Discovery Science

TechBooks for grades 3-5

Materials are provided by Harcourt Social Studies, THINKschool, and a variety of articles from tech

and futurism web sources, and include workbooks, handouts, news articles, flashcards, games, and

incorporating tactile play.

For literacy instruction: THINKschool utilizes the literacy approach created by THINK&Co. Advanced

Learning, focusing on phonetic foundations. This literacy approach is reviewed and applied consistently

throughout the year to assure that phonetic skills are incorporated into literacy instruction as students

progress through chapter books, articles, and other forms of written text.

For Writing Instruction: THINKschool utilizes varying practices within grammar, semantics, and syntax

to teach students how to write. From instilling foundational S-V-O skills in early elementary to

composition with advanced grammar in upper elementary, students receive a broad range of grammar

lessons, sentence structure, paragraph writing, and essay formatting between the first and fifth grade.

From second grade through fifth grade, students learn and apply creative writing skill development.

From third through fifth grade, students are exclusively taught to apply their varying language and

writing skills to various essays and literary texts. Literary elements, advanced grammar, and syntax are

applied to writing lessons and assignments.

For math instruction: THINKschool creates its own math curriculum and references materials from

global math curricula 

For science instruction: THINKschool utilizes a combination of its own curriculum and the curricular

guidelines from Discovery Science. At THINKschool, science classes for grades 1-5 are broken into

applications of earth science, biology, physics, and chemistry. Students spend the year in both class

discussions and hands-on lab classes weekly.

For history instruction: THINKschool utilizes a combination of its own curriculum and the curricular

guidelines from Harcourt Social Studies. At THINKschool, history classes for grades 1-5 are broken into

applications of historical knowledge, spanning from pre-historic times through futuristic theories.

Grades 1-2 focus their history courses on learning about present times compared to the past within

200 years and American history. Grades 3-5 focus their courses on pre-history, ancient civilizations,

and present-day both in and out of the United States, culminating with research and theory-based

experimentation into futurism. At least one quarter per year is dedicated to the bridging of science and

history wherein students explore the potential of future generations and the colonization of Mars.

Technology weighs heavily on the curricular inclusions for grades 4-5 as well.

THIRD GRADE: OVERVIEW
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Materials are provided by THINK&Co. Advanced Learning and include workbooks, handouts,

flashcards, games, and incorporating tactile play

Materials are provided by THINKschool and include workbooks, handouts, flashcards, games, and

incorporating tactile play as well as balanced use of the Harcourt math workbooks for grades 4-6

Materials are provided by Discovery Science and THINKschool, and include workbooks, handouts,

flashcards, games, and incorporating tactile play as well as balanced use of the Discovery Science

TechBooks for grades 4-7

Materials are provided by Harcourt Social Studies, THINKschool, and a variety of articles from tech

and futurism web sources, and include workbooks, handouts, news articles, flashcards, games, and

incorporating tactile play.

For literacy instruction: THINKschool utilizes the literacy approach created by THINK&Co. Advanced

Learning, focusing on phonetic foundations. This literacy approach is reviewed and applied consistently

throughout the year to assure that phonetic skills are incorporated into literacy instruction as students

progress through chapter books, articles, and other forms of written text.

For Writing Instruction: THINKschool utilizes varying practices within grammar, semantics, and syntax

to teach students how to write. From instilling foundational S-V-O skills in early elementary to

composition with advanced grammar in upper elementary, students receive a broad range of grammar

lessons, sentence structure, paragraph writing, and essay formatting between the first and fifth

grades. From second grade through fifth grade, students learn and apply creative writing skill

development. From third through fifth grade, students are exclusively taught to apply their varying

language and writing skills to various essays and literary texts. Literary elements, advanced grammar,

and syntax are applied to writing lessons and assignments.

For math instruction: THINKschool creates its own math curriculum and references materials from

global math curricula 

For science instruction: THINKschool utilizes a combination of its own curriculum and the curricular

guidelines from Discovery Science. At THINKschool, science classes for grades 1-5 are broken into

applications of earth science, biology, physics, and chemistry. Students spend the year is both class

discussions and hands-on lab classes weekly.

For history instruction: THINKschool utilizes a combination of its own curriculum and the curricular

guidelines from Harcourt Social Studies. At THINKschool, history classes for grades 1-5 are broken into

applications of historical knowledge, spanning from pre-historic times through futuristic theories.

Grades 1-2 focus their history courses on learning about present times compared to the past within

200 years and American history. Grades 3-5 focus their courses on pre-history, ancient civilizations,

and present-day both in and out of the United States, culminating with research and theory-based

experimentation into futurism. At least one quarter per year is dedicated to the bridging of science and

history wherein students explore the potential of future generations and the colonization of Mars.

Technology weighs heavily on the curricular inclusions for grades 4-5 as well.

FOURTH GRADE: OVERVIEW

15



Materials are provided by THINK&Co. Advanced Learning and include workbooks, handouts,

flashcards, games, and incorporating tactile play

Materials are provided by THINKschool and include workbooks, handouts, flashcards, games, and

incorporating tactile play as well as balanced use of the Harcourt math workbooks for grades 5-8

Materials are provided by Discovery Science and THINKschool, and include workbooks, handouts,

flashcards, games, and incorporating tactile play as well as balanced use of the Discovery Science

TechBooks for grades 5-9

Materials are provided by Harcourt Social Studies, THINKschool, and a variety of articles from tech

and futurism web sources, and include workbooks, handouts, news articles, flashcards, games, and

incorporating tactile play.

For literacy instruction: THINKschool utilizes the literacy approach created by THINK&Co. Advanced

Learning, focusing on phonetic foundations. This literacy approach is reviewed and applied consistently

throughout the year to assure that phonetic skills are incorporated in literacy instruction as students

progress through chapter books, articles, and other forms of written text.

For Writing Instruction: THINKschool utilizes varying practices within grammar, semantics, and syntax

to teach students how to write. From instilling foundational S-V-O skills in early elementary to

composition with advanced grammar in upper elementary, students receive a broad range of grammar

lessons, sentence structure, paragraph writing, and essay formatting between the first and fifth

grades. From second grade through fifth grade, students learn and apply creative writing skill

development. From third through fifth grade, students are exclusively taught to apply their varying

language and writing skills to various essays and literary texts. Literary elements, advanced grammar,

and syntax are applied to writing lessons and assignments.

For math instruction: THINKschool creates its own math curriculum and references materials from

global math curricula 

For science instruction: THINKschool utilizes a combination of its own curriculum and the curricular

guidelines from Discovery Science. At THINKschool, science classes for grades 1-5 are broken into

applications of earth science, biology, physics, and chemistry. Students spend the year in both class

discussions and hands-on lab classes weekly.

For history instruction: THINKschool utilizes a combination of its own curriculum and the curricular

guidelines from Harcourt Social Studies. At THINKschool, history classes for grades 1-5 are broken into

applications of historical knowledge, spanning from pre-historic times through futuristic theories.

Grades 1-2 focus their history courses on learning about present times compared to the past within

200 years and American history. Grades 3-5 focus their courses on pre-history, ancient civilizations,

and present-day both in and out of the United States, culminating with research and theory-based

experimentation into futurism. At least one quarter per year is dedicated to the bridging of science and

history wherein students explore the potential of future generations and the colonization of Mars.

Technology weighs heavily on the curricular inclusions for grades 4-5 as well.

FIFTH GRADE: OVERVIEW
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